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PRODUCTION INFORMATION

production: Chicago

bidding for: Week 7, Michaelmas 2019

production company: Jazz Hands Productions

rights: Secured from Samuel French Ltd.

cast: 19 (9M, 10F)

projected expenditure: £5,535

projected income: £8,722

projected breakeven: 63.5% (565 seats)

primary contact: 
 Ana Pagu (Producer)
  ana.pagu@linacre.ox.ac.uk
  07923526064

secondary contact:
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  07986993291



SYNOPSIS

The show opens on a jazz bar in the iconic city of Chicago in 1924, where jazz, booze, and sex are 

all the rage. Velma Kelly, a vaudevillian performer who has just murdered her cheating husband and 

sister, introduces and welcomes the audience to the show (All That Jazz) before being promptly 

arrested for her crimes.  

While Velma is being taken away by police, rumours of another murder spread: that of jazz bar reg-

ular Fred Casely by his lover and nightclub chorus girl, Roxie Hart. 

In an attempt to avoid arrest, Roxie convinces her gullible husband Amos that the deceased man in 

their home is a burglar and asks him to take the blame for her. He gladly does, unaware of his wife’s 

affair, and Roxie showers him in appreciation (Funny Honey) until Amos realises that the deceased 

man is indeed their furniture salesman.  Realising he had been lied to and played by his wife, Amos    

spills the whole story and Roxie is immediately arrested and taken to prison. In the Cook County 

Jail, Roxie finds herself surrounded by a number of murderesses (Cell Block Tango), including none 

other than the now-famous Velma Kelly. She clues in very quickly to the way the prison is run by the 

corrupt and exploitative Matron Mama Morton (When You’re Good to Mama), and discovers that the 

Matron has become somewhat of an agent to Velma Kelly, helping her stay in the news and booking 

her return to vaudeville post-trial.  Roxie decides she is going to take the same approach to her own 

murder trial and tries to convince Velma’s lawyer, Billy Flynn, to take on her case, which he agrees 

to do only a high price. With nowhere else to turn, Roxie convinces her estranged husband Amos to 

pay Flynn (A Tap Dance). Finally, the famed lawyer makes his entrance aided by a gaggle of dancers 

and feather boas (All I Care About is Love), and agrees to take on Roxie’s case in addition to Velma’s. 

Velma is unhappy with having to share both press attention and her lawyer with Roxie, and a feud 

between the two develops.  Meanwhile, Billy spins a far-fetched story to notoriously positive and 

sympathetic columnist Mary Sunshine (A Little Bit of Good), casting Roxie in a victim role to garner 

sympathy for her case.  A press conference is held, with Billy literally dictating every word Roxie 

says in a ventriloquist act (We Both Reached For The Gun), solidifying Roxie’s place as Chicago’s 

primary jazz slayer and celebrity sensation. She eats up every second of the fame (Roxie), and all of 

the attention leaves Velma in the dust. Out of desperation, Velma proposes Roxie replace her sister in 

her vaudeville act (I Can’t Do It Alone), to which Roxie mocks her and declines the offer until another 

murder springs up in the news, knocking both Roxie and Velma off of the front page (Chicago After 

Midnight).  The two of them realize the press is a fickle friend and they can only rely on themselves 

(My Own Best Friend). Roxie dramatically faints in front of reporters, only to “reveal” that she is preg-

nant. The press descends on the lie, and the act ends.

ACT 1



The second act is introduced by Velma (Hello, Suckers), who gets the audience up to speed 

on Roxie’s lucky breaks (I Know a Girl), particularly in regards to her fabricated pregnancy 

(Me and My Baby).  Her husband is ecstatic, certain that he must be the father although the 

time-line doesn’t quite line up. Even so, he remains invisible to reporters and even his own 

wife (Mr. Cellophane). After witnessing Roxie’s stunt, Velma tries to gain back the attention 

of their mutual lawyer Billy by showing him all the tricks she has planned for her trail (When 

Velma Takes The Stand). Meanwhile, Roxie fires Billy, thinking she doesn’t need him anymore 

and not wanting to continue being his puppet. However, when one of the other women on 

Murderess Row becomes the first woman executed in Chicago for murder, Roxie begs Billy 

to come back.  With the trial imminently looming, Roxie begins to lose it. Needing Billy to 

reassure her that it is all just one big show (Razzle Dazzle), he ends up divulging all of Vel-

ma’s tricks to Roxie, who steals them all.  Mama Morton and Velma are appalled by Roxie’s 

stunt (Class) and develop a plan to use Roxie’s diary as leverage for Velma’s charges being 

dropped.  The move shocks Roxie, who did not know that Billy was in on the plan , and it ulti-

mately results in an acquittal for both Roxie and Velma. As soon as the verdict is announced, 

however, a man is gunned down right outside the courthouse and the press go running to 

cover the story, leaving Roxie alone to watch her last moment of fame die. The only one left 

is her husband who, after Roxie reveals that the pregnancy was a hoax, leaves her for the last 

time.  Over the next month or so, she goes to audition after audition to no avail (Nowadays), 

before finally teaming up with Velma in a vaudevillian double act based on their personas as 

Jazz Slayers (Hot Honey Rag). The rest of the company joins the two (Finale) and the show 

closes where it begins: Chicago.

SYNOPSIS

ACT 2



Chicago is one of those shows that gets your spine tingling as soon as the first few notes start to 
play. With a universally loved score, sensual dance routines and a thread of dark humour running 
throughout, this is a true spectacle of a show. The original play was inspired the media circus 
caused by real trials in which the two defendants, whilst clearly guilty of the crimes they’d commit-
ted, were found innocent. I’d like to take inspiration from this original source, both to influence the 
design aspects of the show such as the costumes and the set, but also help build the characters 
with the actors. By fusing the original truths of the history with the glitz and glamour of the tradi-
tional Chicago musical we can realise the full potential of this show whilst also bringing something 
new and exciting to the table.

The story of Chicago revolves around the conviction, incarceration and trial of Roxie Hart, a celeb-
rity wanna-be who twists the reality of the events unfolding around her into a glamorous imaginary 
dream. We plan to reflect these shifts between reality and imagination through the two contrasting 
sets of costumes and the changes in lighting. This will also help to make the complicated plot 
clearer to anyone unfamiliar with the show, as it’ll provide a clear visual cue for the what’s real and 
what’s not, whilst also demonstrating the delusional view of life Roxie holds.

Chicago also centres around themes of fame and the celebrity, specifically the allure of such per-
petuated by the media.  Both Roxie and Velma spin webs of lies to the media in attempt to get them 
off of their murder charges, and in response, the reporters lap up the news. I would like to focus 
on the underlying media theme running throughout the show by drawing it out in the set design 
(covering the space in newspaper print) and our marketing strategies (holding free speech and 
fake news discussions).

On the topic of staging, we plan to present the show in an asymmetric thrust in order to create a 
closeness between performers and audience (similar to that of a cabaret or jazz club) and to al-
low the movement to be seen from all angles. Throughout the show there is a strong relationship 
between the actors and the audience, with many of the songs acting as asides or pleas to the 
audience for attention. By staging the show this way, the audience can feel truly immersed in the 
performance, almost as though they were sitting in the jail, night club or courtroom in conversation 
with the characters. I think the O’Reilly would be the perfect venue for this because it has both the 
size to comfortably accommodate large dance numbers and a band, and yet it is small enough to 
create a warm intimacy between performers and audience. 

Coming from a primarily dance/acting background before working behind the scenes, I am aware 
of the need for strong dancers in the cast to pull off the stunning choreography. Therefore, we plan 
to have a split cast with 3-4 strong dancers to support the main cast body of triple threats. This will 
allow our talented choreographer, Max, to choreograph high quality, eye-catching dance routines 
for the chorus, whilst also having strong all-round performances from the leads.

With the summer holidays coming up, we plan to hold auditions in 1st week of Michaelmas, rath-
er than at the end of Trinity. This will allow us to pool our cast from a range of freshers as well as 
the current mix of Undergraduates and Postgraduates, which will give us the greatest chance of 
finding a well-suited cast. Then, once cast by 2nd week, we’ll then have approximately 5 weeks of 
rehearsals before the production in 7th week, to cover and polish all our material. With regards to 
rehearsals I believe it is important for there to be a holistic approach between myself, Livi, the mu-
sical director and Max, the choreographer. We’ll start with a series of intense music rehearsals to 
ensure the cast have covered the songs as soon as possible, so we can then lay them over the top 
of the scenes and dance numbers throughout the rest of the rehearsal process. 

I fell in love with Chicago the first time I saw it, and I can’t wait to put my own spin on the show and 
share it with the students and residents of Oxford.

DIRECTOR’s VISION
DIRECTOREMMA HAWKINS



When you think of a musical, Chicago inevitably springs to mind. The iconic characters, dazzling score, intrigu-
ing story and flashy costumes all make Chicago a well-known and loved classic. We relish the opportunity to 
bring this fantastic show to the Oxford stage, as well as the challenge of restaging such a well-loved musical. 

The Keble O’Reilly theatre is the only theatre in Oxford where our vision is achievable - it is large enough for 
the dance and song numbers such as the iconic Cell Block Tango to realise their complexity, whilst also being 
small enough and having a format which allows a thrust setting and a sense of intimacy between the cast and 
the audience.

I have great confidence in our ability to break even and in the brilliant marketing plan designed by Pierce. 
Our relatively high breakeven (63.5%, equivalent to 565 tickets sold) will be reached through our marketing 
strategy and using the existing brand built around Chicago. The marketing budget is approximately 10% of 
the whole budget, and it is characterised by both variety and volume. Whilst we mainly target the student 
population, we will also reach out to the local population through viral advertising, published material, 
events, newspaper advertising and articles, as outlined in the marketing statement and timetable.

The rest of the production budget is carefully balanced between technical and design costs. Being a 
musical, the technical costs are inevitably high, reflecting the technical challenges posed by our vi-
sion on this production. However, as outlined in Juliet’s statement and the design statements, our team 
is very experienced and aware of these challenges and of how to tackle them. Our commitment to meet-
ing the technical demands of a large-scale musical is also reflected in the large budget allocated to light-
ing and sound, the latter being particularly important as it will allow us to showcase the talent of the cast 
and band, as well as the quality of the score. A detailed budget can be found at the end of this document. 

One particularly ambitious aspect to our production is the set. Cosette designed a meaningful, yet visually 
stunning set to host the world of Chicago as imagined in our production. Her experience and vision will prove 
invaluable in realising this ambitious, yet relatively low-budget design. Both Cosette and Kat, our costume 
designer, strive to stay true to the essence of Chicago, whilst also bringing something new to this well-known 
classic. This way, I am confident that we will cater for all audience members, whether they are looking to re-
watch the show they know and love, or want to see it in a different light, and even if they are completely new 
to the world of Chicago.

One of the challenges of this project will be our high pre-production costs. This is because of the expensive, 
non-negotiable cost of securing the performance rights from Samuel French, and the high technical complex-
ity of the show. To mitigate this, I will ensure that we apply for funding from all available funding bodies in the 
university this term and during the summer, such that the funds are available for the production next year. 
Because of the large number of people involved in the production (even at this preliminary stage) we have ac-
cess to many college-based funding bodies, and I am very confident that we will be able to cover the pre-pro-
duction costs this way. We will seek funding from OUDS, the Martin Esslin Society, the Cameron Mackintosh 
drama fund, the Accidental Death Productions, the Merton Floats, the Brasenose Arts Fund, the Hilda’s drama 
fund, the LMH Spotlight fund, and the Oriel Lions, as well as several JCRs, which we shall approach next term. 
I have already contacted most of these funding bodies and I am familiar with their application procedures and 
deadlines, so I am ready to begin securing funding.

I strongly believe that team communication is the key to a successful, well organized production. The team has 
a shared Google Drive folder, to ensure easy access and editing of files. Weekly meetings with the entire team 
or individual sub-departments will be scheduled during Michaelmas Term, and minutes will be shared across 
the team. The responsibility of scheduling production meetings will be shared between myself and Juliet, our 
production manager, the latter being particularly important if meeting with technical sub-departments. 

I am very fortunate to be part of such a talented and dedicated team. This project has a huge  potential to 
bring together a large team and talent from across the entire spectrum of the performing arts, involv-
ing a large number of students into Oxford drama. I look forward to making our vision a reality 
alongside our tremendous team, and spreading the love for theatre, jazz and Chicago across and 
beyond the dreaming spires. 

PRODUCER’S STATEMENT
ANA PAGUPRODUCER



‘Ladies and Gentlemen, you are about to see a story of murder, greed, corruption, violence, ex-
ploitation, adultery, and treachery - all the things we hold near and dear to our hearts.’

Chicago. A woman scorned, a lover spurned, a story for the ages, epitomised by this opening line. 
Taking us back to the height of the Jazz age in the 1920s, the show celebrates the ultimately hedo-
nistic ways of the population, demonstrating the inherent sensuality of the time and the appeal of 
an anti-hero. The music is one of the most obvious representations of this. From the solo growling 
of the trumpet call in the opening act, to the sultry rhythms of the Cell Block Tango, to the growing 
passionate fervour of We Both Reached For the Gun, Kander’s evocative score is our cultural and 
auditory link to that long-past era. Even apparent ‘good guy’ Billy Flynn’s All I Care about is Love is 
wrapped in the throes of narcissism. In an ironically freeing way, this musical does not condemn 
blindly the actions of an individual but instead celebrates the deep-set flaws and characteristics 
of human beings, whilst making sure that a sense of order is restored by the end of the play. As 
audience members, we turn to our bridge of the musical score to retain a level of sympathy for our 
anti-heroes, Roxie Hart and Velma Kelly.

The musical score is, as a result of its importance, highly demanding for both principals and en-
semble cast. The bulk of the songs fall onto the shoulders of the two female leads, but the few songs 
for highly dramatised roles such as Mama Morton or Billy Flynn lend themselves so obviously to 
characterisation within the music that I will have to work closely with our Director Emma Hawkins 
to ensure that their delivery conforms to her vision, whilst maintaining a creative voice myself. 
Similarly, I will have to work closely with our choreographer Max Penrose to ensure that music and 
dance work in harmony rather than in opposition; as a physically demanding show, aside from its 
musical needs, we will have to support the cast in a way that both mediums are given the time and 
space they need to flourish. 

Aside from this, it is arguably in the ensemble that Chicago is made; acting as a pseudo-Greek cho-
rus at times, this vaudevillian group must exist as a unified force throughout the show to demon-
strate the real power they possess. Therefore, rehearsals will start with separate solo and ensemble 
rehearsals, before ultimately combining the two to create the true Chicago sound. Furthermore, 
throughout the rehearsal period, I will ensure to comprehensively work on vocal technique and 
stamina to ensure that the company survives the intense rehearsal process and show week. During 
this rehearsal period, I will look for support from my AMD Toby Anderson (AMD to the Oxford Con-
temporary Opera Society’s Marilyn Forever, TT19 and a skilled and experienced conductor) as a 
répétiteur and vocal support, ensuring that both solo and ensemble are given the rehearsal time 
they need for excellence for a coherent musical sonority. 

As well as the acting company, I am also looking to run an extended rehearsal period for the band 
to ensure they are at the height of their ability come show week. As the score relies primarily on 
woodwind and brass instruments, this will also involve allowing enough time for players to rest 
and recuperate before the five-show run. Once this musical foundation is secure, I look forward to 
uniting the whole company for the integral Sitzprobe – leading from the keyboard, I can facilitate 
integration of the onstage and the offstage elements. As a 12-piece, the band is likely to fit on the 
balcony, allowing direct communication between the orchestra and the acting ensemble. However, 
if this proves unfeasible we have the backup of a side room for the band; while this could prove 
logistically difficult, this will be resolved with the Sound Technician with comprehensive sound 
checks and an A/V relay between me as the MD and the acting ensemble onstage, designed to 
highlight and fully showcase the rich tones of the jazz score.

I am so excited to get to work on this show and I am confident that it will be as much fun for the 
audience as it is for us now, as the creative team. 

MUSICAL DIRECTOR’s STATEMENT
MUSICAL DIRECTORLIVI VAN WARMELO



CHOREOGRAPHER’S STATEMENT
CHOREOGRAPHER MAX PENROSE

Chicago is pretty much every dancer’s favourite musical, Bob Fosse’s masterpiece. Originally cho-
reographed by Fosse, Chicago is a deeply original iteration of his already revolutionary character-
istic style - the greatest musical theatre choreographer at the height of his craft. It should come as 
no surprise that I have been desperate to be involved in my own tribute ever since I was taught the 
steps for All That Jazz, roughly six years ago. In my view while Chicago is an exemplar piece in every 
artistic facet it is tied together through the choreography, and hence my job is to stun the audience 
with tight and inventive movement.

The first challenge facing any choreographer expecting very high standards from a student pro-
duction is finding a cast of exceptional dancers. In my experience of Oxford’s MT scene, most peo-
ple (sadly especially men) who walk through the audition door will be fantastic singers and actors 
but may be lacking in dance experience or enthusiasm. Chicago further adds the problem by re-
quiring an ambidextrous female cast (for example Cell Block Tango requires punchy soliloquies, 
tough vocals as well as exposing small-ensemble dancing from six cast members). Limited in cast 
numbers by the intimate size of the O’Reilly, the female ensemble would most likely have to be 
composed of triple threats. In terms of the male ensemble, a split cast including between 2 and 4 
exceptional male dancers would be required, as the tough choreography for the numbers requiring 
a significant male ensemble (All That Jazz and Roxie) are focussed on a single lead female flanked 
by ensemble, requiring only the dancers directly behind the lead to be exceptional to create the im-
pression of tightness. If this male cast cannot be procured by auditions, I know of no trained dancer 
(for example from OUCD/OUDC etc.) who would turn down the offer for Chicago.

In terms of style, as is Bob Fosse’s skill, suggestive movements are made classy and elegant, merg-
ing shock and beauty. In the implementation of this I intend to use original Fosse choreography 
(adapted only enough to make it doable by non-professionals) for the most famous numbers – All 
That Jazz, We Both Reached for the Gun, Roxie, and Hot Honey Rag are likely to be very similar to 
the original. Cell Block Tango has been done in many varied ways, most notably with gorgeous 
partner work from the film not present in the Fosse. I expect to merge the Fosse chair choreography 
from this number with my own work involving male ensemble (likely drawn from my experience in 
Ballroom and Latin). Many small and solo pieces will be drawn from the Fosse choreography but 
will likely be heavily adapted to suit the dancers and directorial vision. I expect to also incorporate 
simple set pieces such as chairs and shelves, allowing for more possibility in movement (a good 
reference for this is Fosse’s Mein Herr from Cabaret).
I’d be more than thrilled to have the honour and opportunity to be on a team putting our hand to – 
and doing justice to – one of the greatest showpieces ever written.

 



MARKETING
MARKETING DIRECTORPIERCE JONES

Since its Broadway debut in 1975, Chicago has been a true phenomenon in the world of musical theatre. From 
a marketing perspective, we are very fortunate to be working on a musical with such a brand already built 
around it. Therefore, our greatest challenge is to ensure our marketing campaign convincingly conveys the 
aspects of Chicago that the audience know and love, whilst also introducing the show to those unfamiliar with 
it. By working closely with the creative team, I hope to create a consistent marketing theme focusing on the 
energetic, jazzy side of the show, whilst also emphasising the show’s message on media and free speech and 
providing a particularly topical take on a well-loved classic. 

We will focus our campaign around two main elements: material advertising and social media. Facebook is 
heavily used by Oxford students, so by co-ordinating an effective build-up of material we will construct and 
maintain a large presence on Oxford’s social media scene. This will be aided by our large and diverse team, 
who can reach a wide pool of people. A Facebook event will be released, followed by team cover & profile 
pictures and later supported by a trailer and several brief interviews with the team. The exact timings of ma-
terial release can be seen in the timetable below. Separate Twitter, Facebook and Instagram accounts will be 
founded for Jazz Hands Productions and will be used to provide a consistent source of information.

As for the material campaign, which we will devote a significant amount of our marketing budget towards, 
we aim to plaster Oxford with posters and stickers several weeks leading up to the show. Stickers will be 
particularly effective because of their versatility and ease of distribution. Furthermore, shows taking place in 
the weeks leading up to our production will be excellent opportunities for exit-flyering. Additionally, we will 
arrange a stall at the Freshers’ Fair so we can effectively reach the new cohort of students with our advertising, 
particularly for auditions. 

We also aim to ignite a more serious academic debate surrounding the issues Chicago so aptly tackles. We 
strongly believe that one of Chicago’s most pressing and relevant contributions to intellectual debate is its 
commentary on the media, free speech and fake news. Our advertising campaign will aim to approach the 
themes of this musical seriously: by hosting a panel discussion focusing on debate in the media (where we 
may distribute a discount code to encourage ticket sales) and by writing some articles for student newspapers 
on issues around free speech and the celebrity culture that Chicago tackles. Through this, we will attract an 
audience interested in the unique social commentary Chicago poses, appealing to those who may have been 
unfamiliar with the show beforehand.

We expect the majority of our audience to be students. Therefore, one of the challenges of the marketing cam-
paign will be to attract the local population of Oxford.  To tackle this, we plan to arrange a Jazz Night at a local 
bar or pub, such as the Mad Hatter or the Turf Tavern, in the two weeks leading up to the show – we expect this 
event to take up a reasonable portion of our budget. Furthermore, by using companies such as Daily Info and 
Direct Publicity, and by targeting spaces locals are known to use for posters (e.g. the train station, Gloucester 
Green and the Covered Market) we will be able to advertise the show without depending on social media en-
tirely. Whilst we acknowledge that Chicago is a mature musical, we aim to provide musical theatre workshops 
at some local schools with the cast and crew. This will allow us to advertise the show to the school staff and 
parents, without directly targeting school pupils with our advertising.

Another aspect of our marketing campaign will focus on seeping Chicago into the musical imagination of 
Oxford over Michaelmas term, which will increase the demand for a local production. This could be done 
by requesting a fan-favourite like ‘All that Jazz’ at college open-mic nights or by contacting local bands and 
societies to ask if they would allow a cast member to sing a Chicago song at a jazz night. This will be comple-
mentary to our main marketing campaign and serve to remind students and locals about the fantastic score 
of this show. 

I am very excited to contribute to a production of such a fun and well-loved musical. I am confident that our 
complex combination of material, social media, academic and event marketing will attract both students and 
locals, united in their love for musical theatre.

I. STATEMENT



MARKETING
MARKETING DIRECTOR PIERCE JONES

Remainder of Trinity Term:
• Recruit marketing team including: marketing assistant x2, graphic designer, photographer.
• Begin planning artistic design for marketing.

Summer Vacation:
• Material:

 » Finalise artistic design for material (including posters & flyers for Freshers’ Fair)
 » Contact Direct Publicity/Daily Info on potential for advertising.

• Online:
 » Confirm details with Keble O’Reilly about website information.
 » Begin planning interview and trailer designs.

• Academic:
 » Confirm a theme for panel discussion with team.
 » Begin booking room & contacting academics for panel discussion.
 » Connect with new student newspaper committees and begin to talk about feature articles & potential for 

articles written around issues related to Chicago.
• Events:

 » Begin organising open mic night at a local jazz bar.
 » Book stall in Freshers’ Fair.
 » Begin to contact local schools about musical workshops from cast & crew (September).

0th Week (Michaelmas):
• Material:

 » Reach out to student societies about joint-marketing.
 » Print flyers and posters on Sunday to use in Freshers’ Fair.

• Events:
 » Confirm workshop details - will take place throughout Michaelmas term, ideally weeks 3-5 but depends on 

schools.
 » Begin contacting college Entz teams / clubs about playing Chicago music at events (continues throughout 

term)

1-3rd Week:
• Material:

 » Finalise design for material including photoshoots with cast & crew.
 » Begin to print out material.

• Online:
 » Film trailer and interviews.
 » Release event on Facebook (Saturday 3rd week) & begin team sharing.

• Academic:
 » Finalise details for panel discussion.

• Events:
 » Freshers Fair – advertising for auditions & show.
 » 1st week = auditions, give all actors flyers to take home.
 » Confirm Jazz night details. 

4th Week:
• Material:

 » Begin placing posters around Oxford.
 » Begin exit-flyering.
 » Stickers up around Oxford.

• Online:
 » Post on event throughout week – first interviews.
 » Edit and finish Trailer.

• Academic:
 » First student paper articles (weekly thereafter).
 » Contact student press for reviews/previews.
 » Begin advertising for panel discussion.

• Events:
• Set Facebook event up for Open-Mic night & advertise.

II. MARKETING SCHEDULE based on 7th week performace 



MARKETING DIRECTOR

MARKETING
PIERCE JONES

5th Week:
• Material:

 » Continue distributing posters and stickers
• Online:

 » Release trailer
 » Cast & crew change cover photos.

6th Week:
• Material:

 » Second wave of posters – subtle difference in design.
 » Print programmes.

• Online:
 » Cast and crew change profile photos (different days).
 » Release more film teasers (more interviews).

• Academic:
 » Host panel discussion.

• Events:
 » Open-mic night at local jazz bar.

Show Week!
• Post reviews/previews.
• Last burst of content on social media (e.g. rehearsal photos).

II. MARKETING SCHEDULE based on 7th week performace 



Chicago is a show which, in it’s essence, centres around the allure of fame and celebrity, as perpetuat-
ed by the media. The original play Chicago, published in 1926, was written by Maurine Dallas Watkins-a 
reporter for the Chicago Tribune who covered the trials of both Beulah Annan and Belva Gaertner. 
Watkins was prolific, winning front-page bylines for her writing on crime from a woman’s perspective. 
Over the course of these trials, Watkins reported on a media circus like none other and watched as 
both defendants, evidently guilty of the crimes for which they were accused, were found not guilty by 
way of the “fashion defense”. These two women ultimately became the inspiration for Roxie Hart and 
Velma Kelly after Watkins frustratedly left the Tribune only six months after beginning her work there 
to write Chicago. The set design draws directly from this frustration with the media and its unfortunate 
and yet all too familiar parallels with our current media trends on a more global scale, paying homage 
to the prolific Maurine Dallas Watkins and staying true to the spirit in which the original play was writ-
ten

I. ABOUT THE PLAY

The physical location in which the show takes place exists within the abstractions of Roxie Hart’s 
mind. The audience will be greeted by a thrust stage covered in large scale newspaper-overwhelming, 
looming, intrusive-nevertheless unwittingly alluring. It is an image that remains throughout the show, 
that our cast of characters plays within, a constant reminder of the ever-present media game. Just 
as Roxie uses her surroundings as fuel for the lavish numbers she creates in her mind, the actors will 
create the scenes from items seemingly from their environment-six chairs and one ladder, rearranging 
them to create each location. While the characters spin their stories to the audience, they will come to 
life as shadows behind the two newspaper screens upstage. With shadows and silhouettes, the shape 
of the object is visible, but the details can be elaborated on, filled in, or even made up. Similarly with the 
shadow vignettes implemented in our version of Chicago, the shape of the truth visible to the audience 
with the details obscured behind the veil of the media, and elaborated on by the cast of characters. 
The stage will be stark black and white, with the chairs, ladder, and various words from the newsprint 
covering the stage being painted in red, effectively resulting in a red splattered stage. Because the 
characters are creating the world in the play, I hope to work with the actors to create their set as well, 
engaging them in a practical way with the world around them. While some of the newsprint will come 
directly from Watkins’s articles as a tribute to her, I hope to work with the actors over the course of 
the rehearsal process to develop stories which will appear in the newspaper-clad stage. In addition, 
with the collaboration of the costume designer, I would like to take photos of the actors that will also 
be used in the newsprint, building them right into their environment.

II. CONCEPT

DeSIGN STaTEMENTS

The set will make use of the asymmetrical thrust configuration. This configuration has a number of 
uses-on a conceptual level, it directly implicates the audience in the story and action of the show and 
leans into the intimate nature of the space as opposed to fighting against it, as a proscenium con-
figuration would likely do with a musical. On a practical level, it provides the most surface area with 
which to execute the choreography. The set itself will consist of two shadow walls (one with a 2x1’ riser 
around the face), six chairs, one ladder, a floor treatment, and two hanging pieces of “newspaper”-the 
minimal nature of the set practically allowing space for the dance numbers. The newspaper covering 
the shadow walls, floor treatment, and hanging pieces will be made out of hand painted tyvek, which 
will be the focus of our labour. Each shadow wall consists of two classic theatre style flats which will 
be anchored to the floor as well as rigged to the grid by either 1/8” aircraft cable and turnbuckles, or 
rated rope. This is to avoid the use of jacks which would interfere with the back lighting. They will sit 
maximum five feet from the upstage wall, reducing a few audience seats on stage right due to sight 
lines. Entrances will include an opening upstage centre, as well as the two aisles on either side of the 
downstage audience. I am confident that above proposed set can be achieved within the £400 set bud-
get povided. Please refer to the attached sketches and photos for a visual representation

III. SET COMPONENTS

Chicago is a show I have been passionate about since I began designing for theatre eight years ago. 
I am altogether thrilled at the prospect of bringing this show to life on the O’Reilly Theatre stage.  The 
space is as much a character as any  played by the actors on stage, and the O’Reilly Theatre will add  
such life to this show with its stunning  intimacy. I hope that we can work together to create a beautiful 
piece of art that honours Maurine Dallas Watkins and reflects our own society  in the same critical  way.

SET DESIGNCOSETTE PIN
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IV. INSPIRATION AND REFERENCE

IV. PRELIMINARY SKETCHES

preliminary hand-drawn ground plan and elevation.

DeSIGN STaTEMENTS
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IV. MAQUETTE



DeSIGN STaTEMENTS
JAKE ADAMS LIGHTING DESIGN

Chicago will be very exciting from a lighting design perspective.  With numbers ranging from solos to 
big choreographed dance routines, I anticipate it to be an excellent opportunity to enhance the mood 
and add to the theming. By working closely with the set designer, I hope to utilise the fact that the large 
set pieces will be white. This will ensure the stage can quickly be transformed from a tight, naturalistic 
monologue to bold colours that reflect a dramatic change in tone - a good example of this is in the Cell 
Block Tango where each prisoner describes how they got into jail, separated by increasingly intense 
refrains of the music.
There are two distinct challenges when it comes to sightlines: the flown flats and the asymmetric 
thrust staging. Based on current discussions, I plan on using the large grid and stock of birdies to en-
sure that the whole stage is well lit from all angles. 

I. CONCEPT

A preliminary budget breakdown largely consists of a pair of moving head washes and a hazer. 
With this being such a lively show, the movers can emphasise any choreography and provide the 
flexibility of LED fixtures for washes, while the haze improves the overall appearance of the design. 

II. BUDGET BREAKDOWN

i. 2 x Martin Rush MH6 £240
ii. 1 x Smoke Factory Tour Hazer - II £50
iii. Any remaining budget is aside for delivery costs, change in rates and gels.
iv. The current expected hire source is EPS Oxford Ltd.
 

LOIC DERAED SOUND DESIGN

From a sound perspective, this production will be both exciting and challenging, given the opportuni-
ties and technical complexities involved in a musical with a live band, staged in an asymmetric thrust 
seating layout. For instance, whilst having a 12-piece band is crucial to allowing us to realise the full 
potential of the score, and will fill the O’Reilly with a large musical sound, it also creates a need to hire 
approximately 10 radio mics for the actors. Because of the thrust layout, we plan to use the existing 
speakers in the venue, re-positioned to cover the three seating banks. Drapes will be hung from three 
walls to reduce reflections in the room. 
The band will be miked up for sound reinforcement, and will play from either the side room or the bal-
cony. There will be foldback for actors and band, and two-way video relay link. I will work closely with 
Livi and Toby to mix the band and singers in a way that best showcases their talents and enhances the 
sound. For sound desk, we will use the existing Soundcraft SI Expression 3 in the venue. The sound 
desk will be somewhere in the audience (if so it will take up two seats) or on the balcony, as the tech 
box is not an ideal mixing position.
There is also the potential to design for the Jail, Chicago streets, and Courtroom scenes, to try and 
capture and build atmosphere from the period, along with sound effects suggested in the script. These 
will be triggered from Qlab, and we will recruit a sound assistant to play them.

I. CONCEPT

II. BUDGET BREAKDOWN
i. 10 radio mics £600
ii. Band mics £100
iii. Video relay £100
 The current expected hire source is WLX Productions. The largest part of the sound budget is made 

out of the radio mics, which are a requirement for this musical. We have looked at multiple ways to 
reduce this cost. We are planning to rent in Trantec radio mics from WLX productions, which are more 
cost effective then HTS/Startech, and we will look into using the 2 radio mics from the O’Reilly to re-
duce the number of radio mics rented in.
Overall, the O’Reilly theatre allows the rare opportunity for a sound design for a musical in a thrust 
layout, and filling the space with a full band and singers will lead to a very fun and exciting production 
that I very much look forward to.



DeSIGN STaTEMENTS

In our production of Chicago, I plan to use two 
distinct sets of costumes in order to aid the nar-
rative and create distinction between different 
settings within the show. The first set will be 
plain black but in keeping with the straight up 
and down classic 20s silhouette. The second 
set will be more akin to the costumes used in 
the Chicago movie, and will employ a variety of 
colours, textures and silhouettes. As with the 
set, the colours white, red, silver and gold will 
make occasional appearances in the costumes, 
predominantly in the lead characters, in order to 
create a cohesive and impactful colour story. 

The costumes we usually associate with Chi-
cago work fantastically for creating the manic 
dream that Roxie imagines herself in, however 
I believe they lack inclusivity and may prevent 
some very talented actors from auditioning. For 
that reason, the costume for our production will 
be less revealing, and therefore more inclusive. I 
also believe that using costumes closer to what 
was actually worn in 1926 Chicago will draw the 
audience into the non-fantasy world of Chicago better than stock ‘Chicago costumes’ would do. 

I will be sourcing the first set of costumes from charity shops and online auctions, and then dying them 
black in order to create a simple but bold visual impact, which will work harmoniously with the set. 
I also believe that this simple set of costumes for the non-fantasy portions of the play will help keep 
within the budget, and will allow me more creative freedom in the more colourful and more visually 
interesting costumes (i.e. the second set). The ensemble and band will be dressed in simple blacks 
that still follow the 20s silhouette, as not only will this keep down costs, but it will allow for freedom of 
movement and will be in keeping with the lead cast. 

In the fantasy world inside Roxie’s mind, the costumes will 
have more glitz, which will be complemented fantastically by 
the white set and the lighting. I will use beading in gold and 
silver, and costumes with white or red base colours which 
will remain within the colour palette whilst also popping on 
stage. I believe that this colour distinction between the mun-
dane and the exciting will perfectly illustrate the thought 
process in Roxie’s head. Furthermore, this stark contrast be-
tween black costumes and colourful costumes will ensure 
that the latter will have more impact on stage, even though 
they will have less stage time. The two sets will be cohesive 
and complement each other, but the second set will have 
more freedom and variety in terms of cut and shape.

The main obstacle to overcome will be when the lead char-
acters change between the two sets of costumes. However, 
we can ensure staging and musical timings allow for these 
changes from the beginning of rehearsals. If time and budget 
allow, I would love to be able to make reversible costumes to 
make this process easier, however I am confident that the 
idea works even without reversible costumes. Overall, I be-
lieve my vision for the costume design of Chicago is chic and 
in keeping with the time period, but has enough glitz, glam-
our, and impact for the audience to be drawn into Roxie’s 
world.

Inspiration

Preliminary Costume Sketches

COSTUME DESIGN KAT COOPER



PRODUCTION MANAGER STaTEMENT
PRODUCTION MANAGER JULIET DOWLEY

For many people, thinking of the musical Chicago conjures up a very specific visual land-
scape. It is a testament to the strength, creativity and innovative approach of our design 
team that they have been able to stay true to this vision, whilst also looking beyond it: Co-
sette’s set design and Kat’s costume design in particular will enable the audience to see 
the musical that many will know and love in a new way. However, this same creativity and 
innovative approach will sometimes lead to challenges. For instance, the asymmetric thrust 
staging that will add to the impact of the choreography and set design, and which is part 
of the reason why the O’Reilly is such an ideal venue, will also pose a challenge for lighting 
and sound. However, with enough knowledge and experience on our technical team, these 
are challenges that I am confident we can rise to.

Jake, our Lighting designer, Loic, our Sound designer, and Kitty, our Stage Manager, have 
all worked extensively in their respective departments before, as has Nick, our Associate 
Lighting Designer. Therefore, they will be well-placed to work with and train less experi-
enced lighting operators, assistant stage managers, A2s and sound assistants, of whom 
several will be needed in a musical production of this scale. This is an advantage not only 
for our production, but also for Oxford drama more widely, since a 7th week Michaelmas 
production of a well-known musical would be ideally placed to attract Freshers keen to gain 
experience in assistant roles. Similarly, our having both a set designer and a set technician 
allows us to benefit from Cosette’s professional experience, and also Matilda’s creativity, 
enthusiasm and organisational skills, which will enable her to manage a team of set assis-
tants, if needed. This should enable us to tackle skilfully the main challenge of Cosette’s 
stunning set design: the time that will be required to paint it.

I am so excited to be working with such a talented group of designers and technicians, and 
strongly believe that the O’Reilly will be the perfect venue for this play and this team.



TEAM BIOGRAPHIES
Ana is a first year Earth Sciences DPhil student from Linacre College, having done her undergraduate 
degree in St. Edmund Hall. Ana started her theatre career in her first year, by acting as part of a char-
ity drama group. Since then, she produced and was responsible for the marketing of several shows, 
including It’s all Greek to me (JdP, HT17), The Sensational Story of the Splash (Moser Theatre, HT18), 
The Winter’s Tale (Maths Institute, MT17), Everyone dies at the end (Wig & Pen, HT19), and Confes-
sions of a Coconut (BT, HT19), which won the Best New Script award at the OUDS New Writing Festival 
2019. Aside from acting and producing, Ana has some directing experience (Let’s Kill Santa, Moser 
Theatre, MT17 – Assistant Director), and has designed and contributed to the making of the costumes, 
set and posters for some of the aforementioned plays. Ana is currently the treasurer of OULES (Oxford 
University Light Entertainment Society) and used to be the secretary of the same society. Outside of 
drama, she is deeply involved in team projects, having recently led the logistics of the Linacre Ball 2019 
and worked as a summer school leader in 2018. However, her heart stays with musicals and all roads 
lead to Chicago, so she is looking forward to putting on one of her all-time favourites alongside a very 
talented team.

ANA PAGU producer

Emma is a first year Fine Art student at St Edmund Hall. Her theatrical experience before coming to 
university includes frequent appearances onstage as an actor and dancer, as well as experience in 
stage management and the producing of multiple shows. She also enjoyed working on her directing 
debut, a production of Black Comedy (BT, March 2017). Her involvement in drama since joining the 
University has included Teddy Hall Drama Cuppers (MT18 - Director), Anna Karenina (Actors Church 
Theatre, Covent Garden, MT18 - Choreographer), Made in Dagenham (Oxford Playhouse, HT19 - Assis-
tant Director), You Are Frogs (BT, HT19 - Production Manager), The Last Judgement (Oxford Medieval 
Mystery Play Cycle, 2019 - Choreographer) and Your Little Play (Michael Pilch Studio, TT19 - Assistant 
Director). She is currently working as the production manager on A View from the Bridge, which will be 
performed in the Michael Pilch Studio this term.

EMMA HAWKINS director

Livi is a first year Music student at St. Anne’s College. Since arriving in Oxford, her theatre cred-
its include: leading the band in The Sorcerer (CC Auditorium, MT18) and leading the band in Bonnie 
and Clyde (The Pichette, TT19). Outside of Oxford, her credits include: MD/Composer for The River’s 
Song Trilogy (Feral Productions, 2015-18), MD/Composer for 7Airs (Feral Productions, 2017), Compos-
er/Sound Design for Bookworm (Rural Media, 2017), Composer/Sound Design for Dear Sarah (Rural 
Media, 2013), Composer for One Summer in 1950 (M&M Studios; 2016), Wardrobe/Dresser 2 for Peter 
Pan (The Courtyard Hereford, 2018). Since arriving at Oxford, she has taken over the running of the 
St. Anne’s Choir STACappella, allowing her to further develop her musical directing skills by directing 
those with minimal musical experience.

LIVI VAN WARMELO musical director

Toby is a first year Music student at St Anne’s College. Before coming to Oxford, Toby was the conduc-
tor of his school’s jazz band and orchestra. He also took conducting lessons at Junior Royal Academy 
of Music, eventually forming his own orchestra and conducting a charity concert in London which end-
ed up raising over £4000 for Great Ormond Street Hospital. While composer in residence for that Na-
tional Youth Orchestra of Great Britain, Toby conducted the string players in an informal performance 
of Richard Strauss’s Metamorphosen. Since coming to Oxford, Toby has taken part in many conduct-
ing workshops put on by the OCI, including conducting Stravinsky’s The Firebird, and Strauss’s Don 
Juan. Oxford credits include: AMD and lead cellist for the UK Premiere of Marilyn Forever (JDP; TT19), 
cellist in residence for the contemporary music ensemble ISIS (2018-2019), lead cellist in Handel’s 
Messiah (Queen’s College Chapel; MT18); sang a song cycle in a recital with Livi van Warmelo (MD) 
accompanying (HT19). Toby looks forward to working on Chicago to bring his ample conducting expe-
rience to musical theatre.

TOBY ANDERSON asst. musical director

Max is a first year Maths & Computer Science student at Oriel. He has been interested in both 
dance and theatre from a young age, with varied experience in both fields in many different styles. 
Max is trained primarily in classical ballet, but has had significant experience in jazz and contem-
porary dance and has recently been training intensively for the Oxford University Dancesport team, 
dancing partnered Ballroom and Latin. Max’s theatrical choreography credits include Assistant 
Choreographer for Made in Dagenham (OP, HT19) and Choreographer for Swing Heil! (OFS, 2018). 
His theatrical credits include Peter Pan (Peter, OP 2018), Beauty and the Beast (Lumiere, 2017), 
Wind in the Willows (OP, 2016), Alice in Wonderland (OP, 2015) and Lord of the Flies (OP, 2013).

MAX PENROSE choreographer



Cosette Pin is a multi-disciplinary designer from Montreal, Canada, designing lighting, sound, projec-
tions, and sets for theatre and live performance over the past eight years. A graduate of the National 
Theatre School of Canada in Production Design and Technical Arts, she is excited to be collaborating 
with such an exceptional group of individuals on her debut in the UK. Recent credits include Foot-
loose (Laurier Musical Theatre, Set Design), Riding Hood (Fringe Festival, Set Design) The Words We 
Do Not Have (National Theatre School, Sound Design), Pygmalion (Guild Festival Theatre, Lighting 
Design), Canada’s Ballet Jörgen (Lighting Direction), Box 4901 (Summerworks, Lighting Design), The 
Wolves (Howland/Crows Theatre, Sound Design Asst), Grace (Nightwood, Sound Design Asst), Can-
nibal (Scrap Paper Theatre, Lighting/Sound Design).

set designer COSETTE PIN

Kat is a first year Theology and Religion student at LMH. She has been a member of the House of Im-
prov in Oxford for the last year, and is currently rehearsing for a long form improv show at Brighton 
Fringe. Kat has been acting, singing and dancing since she was 7, and ran her school’s drama depart-
ment whilst in Sixth Form. This included running workshops, co-directing the school play, and pro-
viding advice and mentoring for those interested in drama. In HT19, Kat completed a Costume Design 
Course at the National Theatre, and worked on running wardrobe for the Oxford Alternative Orches-
tra’s Onegin. She is currently designing set and costume for the TT19 Lemons Lemons Lemons Lemons 
Lemons. Kat is the LMH JCR Music, Arts and Drama rep, and an active participant in the Oxford Improv 
Theatre community. Kat has recently founded the Oxford University Sewing Society, a place to work 
on costumes and projects and to share a love for sewing!

costume designer KAT COOPER

Loïc is a first year Computer Science student at Oriel. He has undertaken various technical roles for 
previous school theatre productions, deciding to focus on sound, and holds a BTEC qualification in 
“Production Arts Theatre Technology”. Since arriving in Oxford, he has worked in the sound depart-
ments of Threepenny Opera (OP, MT18), Beginning of an Idea (JdD, HT19), Bonnie and Clyde (Pem-
broke, TT19), and Steve Reich’s The Cave (St John’s, TT19).

sound designer LOIC DERAED

Jake is a Sixth Form Student at Magdalen College School. He has worked as a Lighting and Sound de-
signer for many non-student productions at local venues such as the Old Fire Station and Burton Tay-
lor Studio. This is his second year being involved with student productions, and his first time designing 
for a student production, having been, amongst other roles,  ALD on Cyrano de Bergerac (O’Reilly, 
MT17), Cherry Orchard (O’Reilly, HT18) and Made In Dagenham (OP HT19). Next year, Jake will most 
likely be on a gap year, following which he hopes to pursue a degree in Engineering.

lighting designer JAKE ADAMS

Nicholas is a first year studying Maths and Philosophy at St Catherine’s College. He started lighting 
design at school, lighting productions of The Madness of George III and Measure for Measure. Since 
coming to Oxford he has designed the lighting and sound for various shows including Mojo (BT, MT18), 
The Pitchfork Disney (BT, HT19) and With One Eye Open (Pilch, TT19). Away from technical theatre, he 
performed as a chorus member and was assistant musical director in the OUGSS production of Iolan-
the (University Church, HT19) and was the musical director of the Pembroke Annual Musical, Bonnie 
and Clyde (Pichette, TT19). He is the current president of TAFF.

assc. lighting designer NICHOLAS HEYMANN

TEAM BIOGRAPHIES
Juliet is a first year PPE student at Keble. Having focused on stage management and deputy stage 
management whilst at school, since arriving at Oxford, she has enjoyed taking on a wider range of 
roles in technical theatre. These have included Production Manager for Mojo (BT, MT18), Technical 
Director for the Keble Cuppers team (BT, MT18), ASM, A2 and Marketing Assistant for Made in Dagen-
ham (OP, HT19) and Lighting Designer for Confessions of a Coconut (BT, HT19), Cutting Room (BT, HT 
19), Leap Of (BT, HT19) and Plagued (BT, HT19). Juliet is confident that her experience as Keble JCR 
Secretary and as the leader of a team of summer camp teachers (2019) will help her with the organisa-
tional and management aspects of this role.

production manager JULIET DOWLEY



TEAM BIOGRAPHIES

Kitty is currently in her first year, studying Medicine at St. Catherine’s college. Her first experience of 
theatre at Oxford was as Set Designer for the Drama Cuppers production of Paradoxford. She was then 
Props Manager for Made in Dagenham (OP, HT19). She found this exhilarating and it led to her applying to 
be Stage Manager for Bonnie and Clyde (The Pichette, TT19) and Production Manager for the Catz Arts 
Week production of Buckets (St. Catherine’s, TT19). Before coming to Oxford, Kitty was Stage Manager 
for the Cambridge University Ballet Society production of Swan Lake (2018) and Deputy Stage Manager 
for amateur dramatic productions of Comic Potential (2016) and Emma (2017) in Cambridge. Kitty also 
has experience in other areas of theatre, including counterweight, lighting and followspot operating.

KITTY FOSTER stage manager

Matilda is a first year Biomedical Sciences student at Exeter College. Though this is her first theatre 
credit at Oxford, Matilda has wide-ranging experience within design and theatre, having performed as 
both an actress and a dancer in several productions, including a performance of Chicago’s very own 
‘Cell Block Tango’. Back at school she worked extensively with material manipulation for various art 
projects, with one in particular involving rusting two 2.5 metre tall sheets of metal, before preparing 
them as a base for oil painting. She has completed internships within both graphic design and archi-
tecture, as well as being on the creative team for ‘The ISIS’ magazine HT19, to develop her design skills. 

MATILDA WIWEN-NILSSON set technician

Pierce is a first year History student at Brasenose College. Pierce has experience in a wide range of as-
pects in theatre, from acting to directing and producing. He began his involvement in the drama scene 
at Oxford with the ‘Best Direction’-winning Drama Cuppers performance Groundhog Date (BT, MT18), 
which he acted in, co-directed and co-produced. In his last two years of school, Pierce directed and 
acted in four large-scale shows. More recently, Pierce has been involved in the marketing for Brase-
nose’s Arts Week (TT19), organising a drag show and assisting with the marketing of Twelfth Night. 
This term he will be co-producing a piece of original writing bidding for the BT in Michaelmas and is 
acting in Jesus College’s annual chapel play Dinner.

PIERCE JONES marketing director



Cost per Performance 444.00£             181 Category Audience Split Ticket Prices
Number of Performances 5 5 Concession 80% 9.50£                

Subtotal 2,220.00£          15 Full Price 20% 11.00£               
890 9.80£                OUDS -£                 0%

MES -£                 0%
Venue Hire 350.00£             8,722.00£          ADP -£                 0%

Technician Fee 150.00£             0% Brasenose Arts Fund -£                 0%
Subtotal 500.00£             0% LMH Spotlight Fund -£                 0%

0.0% Merton Floats -£                 0%
Oriel Lions -£                 0%

Scripts -£                  St. Hilda's Drama Fund -£                 0%
Construction 300.00£             Funder 9 -£                 0%

Set Dressing 100.00£             Total -£            -£                 -£                 0%
Lighting 300.00£             

Sound 800.00£             
Costume 200.00£             

Hand Props 100.00£             
Insurance -£                  Cam Mac Drama Fund 0%
Transport 50.00£               Grant 2 0%

Technical Costs 25.00£               Grant 3 0%
Subtotal 1,875.00£          Grant 4 0%

Grant 5 0%
-£            0%

Print 230.00£             
Online 50.00£               

Venue Brochure Entry -£                  
Programmes 30.00£               

Events 200.00£             
Trailer 20.00£               

Subtotal 530.00£             

Subtotal 5,125.00£      
Contingency % 8%
Contingency £ 410.00£         

PROJECTED EXPENDITURE 5,535.00£   8,722.00£   -£          0.0%

63.5% 5,535.00-£    100.00%
565
113

Total

Venue Capacity
Seats Sales

% Fund

Loans

Funding Body
Total Performances

Total Complementary Tickets Upfront

Guarantee 
Against 

Loss

PROJECTED EXPENDITURE PROJECTED REVENUE FUNDING

Marketing

BREAKEVEN %
Total Sales Required

Sales Per Night Required

PROJECTED INCOME

Grants

VAT on Box Office Commission
Credit Card Commission (Box Office Only)

Rights

Venue

Production Costs

Maximum Occupancy

Gross Ticket Revenue
Box Office Commission

Average Ticket Price

Jazz Hands Productions

Funding Body Grant % Support

TOTAL FUNDING

Overage/Deficit 

Chicago
Keble O'Reilly

Michaelmas W7

43%

10%

37%

10%

PROJECTED EXPENDITURE
BY CATEGORY

Rights Venue Production Costs Marketing


